
2xkxQ Example:  “Factorial ANCOVA” Type Analysis 
 
The focus of the study was gender differences in depression, whether gender differences are moderated by marital status, 
and whether this interaction was moderated by stress  2x3xQ model 
 
 

UNIANOVA depression BY marital  gender WITH stress 
 
  /METHOD = SSTYPE(3) 
 
  /PRINT=DESCRIPTIVE  
 
  /DESIGN=gender    marital   stress  
                   gender*marital    stress*gender   stress*marital    
                   stress*gender*marital. 

 dvs  BY  ivs  WITH covariate(s) 
 
 gets F-tests correcting each term for others 
 
 
 
 specifies the factorial model – main effects  
 2-ways 
 3-way 
 

 

 

 
In the factorial ANOVA there was a significant 
Gender effect and a significant Gender * 
Marital Status interaction, neither of which 
are significant in this factorial ANCOVA with 
stress as the covariate. 
 
However, both variables and Stress are 
involved in a 3-way interaction. 
 
 
The significant Stress effect, along with the 
changes noted above, suggest the utility of 
this ANCOVA. 
 
The significant Marital*Stress & significant 3-
way both suggest the homogeneity of 
regression slope assumption isn’t tenable. 

 

 
 
Describing the Results 
 
The intent of the study was to examine Gender differences in depression, how those differences were moderated by 
Marital Status, and if that interaction was different for different values of Stress. 
 
So, the analysis that gives the most direct examination of the research question, as it is phrased, would be to examine the 
Gender * Marital Status interaction effects at different levels of Stress.   Based on an examination of the distribution of 
Stress Scores and an understanding of the clinical relevance of Stress score values, we chose to examine these effects at 
Stress values of 2 (“low”), the mean (8.62 “moderate”)  and 12 (“substantial”).   
 
 

UNIANOVA depression BY marital  gender WITH stress 
 
  /METHOD = SSTYPE(3) 
 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(marital*gender) WITH (stress=2)       COMPARE (gender) 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(marital*gender) WITH (stress=mean) COMPARE (gender) 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(marital*gender) WITH (stress=12)      COMPARE (gender) 
 
  /PRINT=DESCRIPTIVE PARAMETER 
 
  /DESIGN=gender    marital   stress  
                   gender*marital    stress*gender   stress*marital    
                   stress*gender*marital. 

 dvs  BY  ivs  WITH covariate(s) 
 
 gets F-tests correcting each term for others 
 
 get follow-ups analyses to examine marital *  
    gender interaction for different levels of stress 
 
 
 gets cell means & uncorrected/raw marginal  means 
 
 specifies the factorial model – main effects  
 2-ways 
 3-way 

 



Gender *Marital Status Interaction for Stress = 2, Mean(8.62) & 12 
 
For brevity, I’m going to leave out the Univariate Tests – because these are all df=1 comparions, they are redundant with 
the Pairwise Comparisons 
 
Stress = 2 

 

 

  
Stress = mean (8.62) 
 

 

 

 
 

 
Stress = 12 

 
 

 
Stress = 2 
 
                Male    Female 
 

Single               = 

 

Married             = 

 

Stress = mean (8.62) 
 
                Male    Female 
 

Single               < 

 

Married             = 

 

Stress = 12 
 
                Male    Female 
 

Single               < 

 

Married             = 

 
 
This reveals the 3-way interaction pattern.  There were no Gender effects for either single or married people reporting low 
amounts of stress, however, for those reporting moderate and substantial amounts of stress, single females reported 
more depressive symptoms than single males, whereas married females and married males reported equivalent levels of 
depressive symptoms. 
 


